super spinner®
Tree Swing Hanging Kit

A new SPIN on swinging—safer, stronger and way more fun!

10 ft. (3 m) Rope Kit

Fully adjustable!
Holds up to 1200 lbs.

Includes: Adjustable Swing Rope,
Pink Guideline, Carabiner,
Stainless Steel Rope Adjuster

CAUTION: Branch size may have limited weight capacity. Before installing your Super Spinner, verify that the supporting structure can hold your intended weight. We recommend a branch at least 12” diameter.

WARNING: Adult assembly and installation required. Failure to follow these instructions may create a strangulation hazard.
Set up
- It’s best to do these set-up steps outside near where you will be hanging your swing, so you can easily avoid tangling your rope.
- Start with the black Swing Rope, and attach the Rope Adjuster to one end of it. See diagram on how to secure it.

![Diagram of setting up](image)

- Tie one end of the Pink Guideline to the Rope Adjuster. You want it to be secure, but something you can remove after installing the swing.
- Now you will need to tie a bowline knot at the other end of the black Swing Rope. See diagram for how to tie this type of knot. Leave it open and loose so it can be tightened later.

![Diagram of tying a bowline knot](image)

- Finally, tie the loose end of the Pink Guideline to a weight-bearing object for anchoring. We recommend a sealed bottle of water. You want something with some weight, but nothing sharp or hard.

How to hang
- Standing underneath the branch you have chosen to hang your swing from, hold the weight-bearing object (water bottle) that is tied to the Pink Guideline, and toss it up and over the branch. This may take a few attempts.
- When the water bottle goes over branch and falls back down to the ground, you’re going to pick it up, and thread it through the bowline knot loop at the end of the black Swing Rope.
- Pull the Pink Guideline and Swing Rope all the way through until the bowline knot is up on the branch, and pull tight.
- You can then remove the Pink Guideline from the Rope adjuster. You will no longer need it.
- Attach your Super Spinner or Super Duper Spinner swing to the Rope Adjuster.
- Use the Rope Adjuster to adjust height, and to level the Super Spinner. Set it at 8" or more above ground.
- If you have a lot of excess black Swing Rope once you have the swing set and where you want it, you can cut it. However, be sure to singe the edges to avoid fraying.
Swings make great gifts!

Try the super spinner

Holds up to 200 pounds and comes in lots of colors!
Visit superspinner.com for more info!